POP UP SHOPS UNDER 6 MONTHS

IN THIS
ISSUE//
How to meet Hammerson’s
design standards and create
an outstanding pop up shop
design, including...
# Creating something unique
# Maximising your signage
# Presenting your product
# Lots more!
Version 1.4 / June 2015

* Please note that all images used within this document are for inspiration purposes only, and are not meant to be circulated further. All Copyright is retained by the owners.
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A pop up shop should not be a poor
imitation of more established brands.
Please remember that customers walking
through a shopping centre will simply
compare you to the surrounding retailers.
They do not know how long you will be
there or how much capital investment
you can justify in your business plan, just
whether the shop is interesting enough
for them to go into.
By playing to the creative strengths of
this type of less permanent retail, you
can create a genuinely successful
customer experience in it’s own right.
Quality design is an essential part of this
and a good strategy is to identify key areas
that will affect the customer’s experience
and invest in these to get the best result.
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01: Tip

Pop up retail is at it’s best with
quirky, low tech design ideas.
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Work with a professional designer for
both the retail design and branding,
graphics and packaging. Even for a pop
up shop this is vital for achieving the
best result.
They will help you develop a high
quality and coherent design that really
represents your brand.
Ensure a professional level of finish
by using good quality contractors with
proven experience. Further details on
what is required of contractors can be
found in the Inform Guide.

02: Tip

We can provide a list of contact
details for suitable designers
and contractors if requested.
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work with
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Before developing any design ideas,
be sure to visit the space you will be in
and review the quality of the existing
finishes and design features. These can
be reused in as far as they work with
your brand.
Using these as the starting point to
build upon will allow you to invest in
design elements that will compliment
the space and therefore create a
stronger brand experience.
Any amendments to the store layout
must not impact on life safety systems.
As a minimum, you must make good
and clean the existing floor, wall
and ceiling finishes. Redecorating is
preferred.
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03: Tip

Any shop front shutters will need
to be maintained by you.

Avoid simply creating cheaper versions of standard retail fixtures. Instead
find ways to develop unique solutions that celebrate simple materials.
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NOTICED

Pop up shops are most successful when tighter budgets are used
as the starting point for creative design ideas.

get

04: Tip

Choose and combine
materials that are creative,
innovative and individual.
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MATERIALS

05: Tip

unique

The materials you use should
reflect your brand look &
feel. As long term durability
is not a big concern, you can
afford to creatively use low
cost materials to create an
exciting look. This could
include painted/graphic
treatments to found objects,
industrial materials used
creatively, plywood, MDF and
even corrugated cardboard.

your name

OVER THE DOOR
Your shop signage plays a vital role in
both your customer’s perception of
(and ability to find) your brand.
Consider the location and size carefully
to get the right balance for your shop
front.
Individual illuminated 3D letters are
preferred as they create the highest
quality impression of your brand
and are very visible in changing light
conditions. These can be complimented
with cut vinyl letters if appropriate.
Signage can either be located on your
shop front or within your shop window,
depending on the specifics of your
location.
Please be aware that any signage
mounted on the shopfront must be
class O for surface spread of flame
as a standard, although in many
instances this can be reduced on
specific approval.
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06: Tip

Stay clear of light boxes
and flashing signs.

the
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Create an inviting frontage that best
showcases your product. Do not block
the windows with stud walls/dense
product displays.
Break up displays with changes of level
and strong graphics.
Avoid filling your windows with too
much product and be selective about
what you display. Focus on a key message
or promotion rather than trying to show
everything you have for sale.
You may include elements suspended at
high level if the ceiling structure permits.
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07: Tip

Use props and visual merchandise
to create something memorable.

Visual

MERCHANDISING
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AND GRAPH

Use of strong graphics and props are the
best way to add retail drama to a pop up
shop where work to the shop’s shell are
minimal.
The best pop up shop designs identify
key visual merchandising themes and
apply these across the whole shop
experience.

08: Tip

Combining wall graphics with found objects
is a good strategy to create a contemporary
and informal design.
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CREATIVE
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A pop up shop is a great opportunity
for a brand to be more creative with
its displays. A shorter lease duration
means that you have to make an
impact faster with customers.
Consider how you can wrap, fold, hang
or stack your product differently and
use fixtures that positively reflect the
temporary nature of your shop.
What the right solution is for brands
will naturally differ, but this may
include low tech, bespoke fixtures,
upcycled objects, furniture or
individual found display props.

09: Tip

Give thought to product level
graphics and price ticketing,
to ensure a professional look.
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and then there was
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Good lighting is the key to ensuring
the best presentation of your product.
Ensure you review the quality of
the existing lighting during both the
day and evening before making any
adjustments or additions.
Avoid a monotone level of light
across your shop by taking a slightly
lower base level (e.g. 500 LUX) and
increasing this in key areas (up to
1,000 LUX) to highlight displays.
Floor and desk lamps can be
introduced as a simple way to
achieve this in a temporary fitout.
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10: Tip

Window lighting is particularly crucial
and should be focused directly onto
product with minimal light spill.

digital
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The use of technology is encouraged,
although this must be considered as an
integral part of the design. Any agreed
display screens or equipment must be
housed attractively with all wires and
frames hidden from view.
Don’t forget to allow for ventilation
to avoid overheating.

11: Tip
Digital content must be professionally made
and be slow changing without any flashing
images.
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Wherever possible, make sure
that maintenance and cleaning
are easy to do on a daily basis.
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EVERYTHING

12: Tip

a home for...

Don’t forget about the everyday
items that your shop will need
to house; spare stock, bins,
cleaning equipment and personal
belongings will all need a
dedicated space and should be
considered within the design.

being
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There are several ways to help minimise
the environmental impact of your shop:
specify local, renewable and sustainable
materials; Reimagine and reuse existing
objects; use low tech display solutions
with little embodied energy; use efficient
LED lighting; consider quality, local
contractors to minimise travel distances;
review specifications considering
product lifecycle.

13: Tip

Upcycle existing objects and furniture
to reduce financial investment. Create
something unique and be environmentally
responsible.
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Building a pop up shop can be a complex business, so to
make things as simple as possible we have designed a Retail
Delivery Process to follow:
R1 - Concept design broadly covers the overall look and feel
of the kiosk including materials and general dimensions.
R2 - Detail design includes more technical info on electrics,
plumbing and ventilation along with accurate construction
details.
R3 - Pre-Start information includes logistical/ statutory
information (normally from your contractor).
R4 - Consent to Trade includes commissioning of services,
snagging and collecting statutory certificates.
Your design submission will be reviewed by the Retail
Delivery Team and approval or detailed feedback will
be returned to you within 1 week of submission,
depending on feedback and your responses,
you may require several cycles of review.
A detailed list of requirements for each submission
can be found in the accompanying Inform Guide.
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14: Tip

The more design information
that you provide us with, the
quicker we can give you a
full approval.
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We need to know about any technical changes/additions you want to make to
the unit including structural electrical, plumbing, mechanical and fire safety.
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A refundable fit out deposit will be required
prior to installation.

5

A fire rated hoarding will be required if any of the life safety systems are turned off during the
fit out or the shopfront is to be renewed.

6

Building control approval may be required. You must
confirm if this is required with the local authority.

7

You must comply with the R4 obligations and supply all certificates
applicable to your fit out.

ESSENTIALS
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Your shop must be constructed of appropriate fire rated materials so as to comply with
the fire strategy. This includes Class O fire rating to your shopfront and also any signage
(signage class rating may be reduced by approval only).

top technical...

1
2

All shops must be designed in accordance with the design criteria in this document and the
detailed design requirements in the Inform Guide.

a brief

SUMMARY
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These design guidelines have been
created to produce the most exciting
and successful shopping environments.
Our experience tells us that creating a
high quality, unique and well thought
out design for your pop up shop will
attract customers and therefore be the
most successful.
The key ideas to take on board are:
- Create a bespoke design that is unique
to your brand and fits within our
centre.
- Make sure you consider everything
that your shop will need to function
well and display your product in its
best light.
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15: Tip
A good design is key to
your pop up’s success!

